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"Are those poisonous daggers?"

The Southern Boss gasped and recalled that Leon had poisonous daggers apart from his defensive tool. Not daring to risk

getting poisoned, he waved his sleeves to strike the daggers down.

Taking this opportunity, Leon stepped forward and launched the Phantom Steps, appearing before Arthur within the blink of an

eye

At the same time, the Demon Lord's attraction was inches away from striking down on Arthur and Leon grabbed Arthur at the

very last moment and dragged him out to dodge the attack.

"Great! Mister Wolf, come back here with Uncle Arthur and we can all escape together!" Angus shouted in excitement.

They all thought that both Leon and Arthur were doomed, yet to their bewilderment, Leon evaded the Southern Boss's attack and

even managed to rescue Arthur from the Demon Lord in time.

It was a miracle that all the Thompsons were thrilled.

Since Leon and Arthur were safe, they only needed to join the others and make a path through the enemies to fight for a chance

to survive.

"That won't be necessary! Elder Thompson, please regroup

with Uncle Angus and fend off the Spears and Hiltons. I'll handle the Demon Lord and the Southern Boss! Don't worry! I'll take

them down!" Leon said and stubbornly rejected Angus's suggestion.

"What?!"

"Has Mister Wolf gone insane?!"

Arthur and Angus were stunned as they did not anticipate that Leon would still refuse to run despite the current situation; to make

matters worse, Leon claimed that he could take the two down alone.

They simply could not understand what gave Leon the courage to challenge both the Demon Lord and the Southern Boss.

'Can Leon kill them like he did with the Four Apostles? That's not possible!' They thought.

They all witnessed how Leon was injured twice by the Southern Boss, so it made no sense that Leon could defeat both the

Demon Lord and the Southern Boss when he struggled to fight the Southern Boss alone.

None of them believed that Leon was capable of the impossible.

"Elder Thompson, time's running out. Hurry up and go to Uncle Angus!" Leon had no time to explain himself, and with Arthur by

his side, he could not wield the Potential Energy Force freely.

Without hesitation, he pressed his palm onto Arthur's back and gently pushed him toward Angus with his spiritual energy.
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